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Lawrence announces new financial aid program
Lillian Biolo Thompson
Staff Writer

_________________________

Lawrence University recently announced its new financial aid program, the Lawrence Advantage. According
to the Lawrence University
website, this program aims to
meet the institutional needs of
incoming students from Wisconsin and Illinois starting for
incoming freshman of 2023.
Ryan Gebler, Director of
Financial Aid, stated that this
program is something Lawrence has been doing for many
students over many years, but
this will be much more visible
to the public by highlighting
Lawrence’s financial aid. Gebler said many students already have their financial need
met.
Gebler stressed that the
word “need” has a very specific
meaning in terms of financial
aid. A student’s “need,” he said,
is calculated by the difference

between the cost of attendance
and the Student Aid Index.
The cost of attendance is
not only things you are billed
for such as tuition, room and
board, but also other expenses
such as books, personal care
items and travel between home
and campus. When students
apply for financial aid, Gebler
said, the financial aid office
uses a formula to calculate a
realistic amount a family can
pay for the school year; they
call this the Student Aid index.
The difference in the cost of attendance and the Student Aid
index is the amount of “need”
for a student, said Gebler, and
this “need” is what the Lawrence Advantage will cover for
students.
According to the Lawrence website, a student’s need
will usually be met by 90 to
95%. The Lawrence Advantage
will fill this extra 5 to 10% percent through a supplemental
grant.
“I think this message—

that if you have financial need
[Lawrence is] going to meet
it — will help those bright and
best students give strong consideration to Lawrence,” said
Gebler.
This sentiment was also
echoed by President Laurie
Carter who said additional
debt can be a critical difference when choosing schools.
She also stated that the Lawrence Advantage is just one of
many programs for financial
support.
Financial support for
Lawrence students has been
and continues to be a priority, said Carter. She said since
January 2014, donors have
given over 95 million dollars
to support Lawrence’s initiative to become a full-need institution.
At this time, Carter said
the university is not looking
into adding more states to the
Lawrence Advantage until it
is fully launched. Both Carter
and Gebler said that Wisconsin

and Illinois are part of the Lawrence Advantage because they
are the top representing states
for incoming first-years.
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This program will not
benefit current students’ financial aid, but Gebler stated that
they hope students will come to

the financial aid office if their
financial situation changes and
tuition becomes a burden.

A guide to housing during D-Term and Winter Break
Perry Hoy
Staff Writer

_______________________

THIS

WEEK

The December Term
(D-Term) and Winter Break
housing are opportunities for
Lawrence students to stay on
campus from Nov. 23 to Jan. 1
over the break. Students have
voiced concerns about rising
rates for following years and
for the accessibility of food for
those staying on campus.
Students
leaving
for
Winter Break will have to sign
and date a checkout sheet attached to their door. All perishable food and waste must
be removed prior to leaving,
appliances must be unplugged
and windows and doors must
be locked and lights must be
turned off. Staff will enter the
rooms for maintenance and security checks during the break.
For those planning to stay
on campus, Winter Break housing can be requested through
Voyager. Students can request
to stay for part or the entirety
of the break, which is between
Nov. 23 and Jan. 1, after which
Winter Term begins at 9:00
a.m. Monday Jan. 2.
According to an email sent
out from the Residential Education and Housing Department (ResEd) on Wednesday,
Oct. 19, winter break housing
would have cost $145 per week,
which would add up to $725 in
total. After the issue was raised
at the Lawrence University
Community Council’s (LUCC)
General Council meeting that
night, Interim Vice President
for Student Life Chris Clarke
clarified that the email was

mistaken, and that the price increase wouldn’t take effect until future years. An email from
ResEd on Thursday, Oct. 20
confirmed that the cost would
be $89.20 per week, or $446
total.
Anders Hanhan, co-chair
of the LUCC Sustainability Committee, voiced worries
over the price increase at the
General Council. Hanhan is
concerned about continued
price increases that aren’t accompanied by increased resources supporting students
staying year round or student
wages.
“The living wage here
in Outagamie county is $14
an hour and students often
make 7-8 bucks an hour.” said
Hanhan, “I would just say
[that I hope] as price changes
are considered - and I understand it’s necessary to pay our
staff more as they absolutely
deserve - that we’re doing as
much as we can to make those
forms of housing [financially]
accessible [for Lawrence students].”
According to Sophomore
Class Representative Isabel
Dorn, the administration is
saying that rates are supposed
to be going up in conjunction
with the quality of living in
Lawrence increasing. However,
Dorn doesn’t believe that the
changes are significant enough
to justify such a large increase
in housing, she said.
“We keep being told it’s
because things are improving,
and I don’t really think that the
level of improvement that we’re
getting is equal to the level of
inflation that is happening,
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and that is something going on
beyond Lawrence…” said Dorn
“But if anything when you pair
together rising costs of college
with rising costs of everything
else, that means that students
will not be able to afford to live,
and that is just unacceptable.”
D-Term has a separate
meal plan from the ones students use during the academic
year. This meal plan allows
for access to dining services
such as the Andrew Commons,
which will close on Friday, Dec.
9 at the end of D-Term. The
lack of on-campus food is a
problem for some, said Dorn,
and has been discussed by
LUCC. For those staying outside of the D-Term time period,
there are no on-campus meal
options, forcing students to
find food off campus in a heavily car dependent city, Hanhan
said. With upcoming cost increases for staying during the
break, Hanhan hopes there
will also be an increase in the
services provided during that
time.
“I think we should make
it easier for students to be here
all year round,” said Hanhan
“Meaning that if you’re paying
a ton of money to be here over
the summer or over the winter,
even if it’s not a full meal service for Bon App, there [should
be] resources to help feed students.”
Besides dining services,
other resources will remain
open for parts of the break. Admissions will close on Monday,
Dec. 19th. Wellness Services
will close on Wednesday, Nov.
23, reopen for the 28 and 29th,
then fully reopen on Monday,
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Dec. 2 until Monday, Dec. 19.
The Diversity and Intercultural center will be open from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m on weekdays
from Monday, Nov. 28 until
Friday, Dec. 16th, and although
Lawrence will be operating
with reduced staff there will be
Community Advisors and Area
Coordinators on duty throughout the whole break.
D-Term courses are two
week, intensive courses taught
by Lawrence faculty that are
not offered during the academic year. For students interested,
eight classes will be offered between Monday, Nov. 28 and
Friday, Dec. 9. The deadline
to register is Monday, Nov. 28
and students will be unable to
withdraw after Wednesday,

Dec. 7.
Tuition for the December
term is $1,985. Housing costs
$290 and the meal plan costs
$360. Students can opt out of
housing and food if they do not
want to live on campus or are
taking Medieval Toledo and
the 13th-cen. Cantigas de Santa
Maria, which will be taught
in Spain. Students staying on
campus will automatically be
signed up for housing, which
will close at 6 p.m., Tuesday,
Dec. 11.
The courses for 2022 are
as follows: DECM 122: Food
Politics and Culture, DECM
141: Make it Stick: Using the
Learning Sciences to Improve
Memory, DECM 144: The Science of Super Heroes, DECM

148: Introduction to Tropes
and Stereotypes in Theatre
Film and Media: The Good, the
Bad, and the Ugly, DECM 149:
What to Listen for in Rock,
DECM 224 Introduction to R
and Excel for Data Analysis,
DECM 233: Suicide Risk Assessment and Prevention and
DECM 234: Medieval Toledo
and the 13th-cen. Cantigas de
Santa Maria.
Classes are worth three
credits, and grades will affect
students’ GPA, however they
can not satisfy general education requirements. Students
may receive grant funding for
their tuition between $2501,000 from the Office of Financial Aid.
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Admin response to “Improvements to Campus made over summer”
Christyn Abaray, Chief of
Staff to President Laurie Carter, responded to last week’s
article on behalf of the Lawrence administration.
Abaray said that Lawrence is continuing to work
on its infrastructure issues,
including upgrading residence
halls, classrooms and academic buildings and campus tech-

nology. She added that these
improvements are being made
with accessibility in mind.
One of the specific efforts she
mentioned is the installment
of ramps on administrative
houses across campus.
“Accessibility is important for an equitable learning,
living and working environment,” said Abaray.

Abaray also mentioned
that Lawrence has hired an
Assistant Dean of Students
for International Student Services, Dena Reuben.
In response to criticisms
about Lawrence not investing enough into Diversity,
Equity, Inclusion and AntiRacism (DEIA), Abaray said
that DEIA is an issue that

Lawrence is always seeking to
improve on. She said that the
goal is to ensure that students
have their needs met and even
exceeded. She referenced the
campus climate survey, listening sessions between the Committee on Diversity Affairs
(CODA) and the President’s
Cabinet and the appointment
of Professor of Gender Studies

Helen Boyd Kramer as DEIA
Affinity Groups Coordinator,
in order to help address the
needs of employees from marginalized communities.
Abaray addressed student and employee retention.
She referenced the EAB Navigate platform, to better address the needs of struggling
students and working to im-

prove the work environment
for employees.
Finally, Abaray mentioned Lawrence’s new Business and Entrepeneurship
major to improve the student
experience.

Democrats overperform expectations in midterm races
Nathan Wall
News Editor

_________________________

The 2022 midterm election took place on Tuesday,
Nov. 8. Although Democrats
were expected to lose, the results were more mixed. In Wisconsin, Governor Tony Evers

(D-Wis.) was re-elected, while
Senator Ron Johnson (R-Wis.)
retained his seat as well.
Outside of Wisconsin,
Governor J.B. Pritzker (D-Ill.)
handily defeated State Representative Darren Bailey (RIll.). In Pennsylvania’s hotly
contested race to replace retiring Senator Patrick Toomey (R-

Penn.), Lieutenant Governor
John Fetterman (D-Penn.) defeated TV personality Mehmet
Oz by 3 percentage points.
The Republican candidate for
governor in the state, who participated in the insurrection on
Jan. 6, 2021, was resoundingly
defeated.
In Arizona, Republican

candidates who falsely claimed
that the 2020 election was stolen from former president Donald Trump were defeated, including Senate candidate Blake
Masters and Secretary of State
Candidate Mark Finchem, who
is affiliated with the far-right
Oath Keepers militia.
Several incumbent mem-

bers of the House were also defeated, including Steve Chabot
(R-Ohio), Elaine Luria (D-Va.)
and Yvette Herrell (R-N.M.).
Additionally, Democratic
Congressional Campaign Committee (DCCC) Chair Sean
Patrick Maloney (D-N.Y), who
hopped districts to run against
progressive
Representative

Mondaire Jones (D-N.Y), who
lost in a different district in
June, was narrowly defeated
for reelection. All members of
the progressive “Squad” were
reelected.
Many other elections remain too close to call.
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Dewa commented that gamelan
______________________________ is very important in his culture and
is used to celebrate many events,
such as births, deaths, weddings and
pregnancies as well as government
Gamelan is a popular ensemble
events.
at Lawrence and, for the first time, is
“We have a lot of gamelan in
a part of the First-Year Studies curBali...for ceremonies and sometimes
riculum. Gamelan is a style of trato welcome tourists,” Dewa said.
ditional music that is played as an
According to Downing, it took
ensemble by Javanese, Balinese and
Sundanese people of the Indonesian a lot of pushing to get gamelan included in First-Year Studies. There
Archipelago. The word “gamelan”
are several long lists of works, orgacomes from the root verb “gamel”,
nized by subject, that have been prewhich effectively translates as “to
approved to be considered when a
play percussion instruments,” in
Javanese, the word for gamelan is new work is chosen for the First-Year
Studies curriculum each year. For a
“gambelan,” and in Sundanese, it’s
long time, the list of music works was
called “degung.”
almost completely dominated by EuLawrence’s Balinese gamelan
ropean, male composers.
is taught by Associate Professor of
Although Downing believes that
Ethnomusicology Sonja Downing
the works of Johann Sebastian Bach,
and her husband, Lecturer of Music
Ludwig van Beethoven and Johannes
& Director of Gamelan I Dewa Ketut
Brahms are valuable, she feels that
Alit Adnyana. Dewa is from Bali, one
of the many islands of Indonesia. the point of First-Year Studies is to
Bali is located directly east of Java, expose incoming students to a more
where Indonesia’s capital, Jakarta, is diverse selection of works. When
the music list was reviewed and up-

Nathan Wall
News Editor

Gamelan

dated, Downing proposed a few nonWestern works, and a couple of them
advanced to the First-Year Studies
committee.
“[It’s important to] decenter our
experiences and just to broaden our
perspective,” Downing said. “[We
need to] know that what we’re used
to isn’t the only way of doing things.”
Indonesia is an incredibly diverse country, with thousands of
islands and ethnic groups and hundreds of languages. Downing said
that gamelan is a good gateway to
learning about Indonesia and its
diversity, but feels that it gets more
than its fair share of attention. She
feels that this can lead to the cultural
traditions of other Indonesian groups
getting ignored. She said that for the
past half-century or so, the government of Indonesia has focused on
emphasizing gamelan as part of the
national culture, which has disadvantaged other Indonesian cultural
practices.
“The [Indonesian] government
has definitely picked and chose what
they want to uphold,” said Downing.

Photo of Gamelan instruments.
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“And it’s been really uneven.”
Dewa hopes that gamelan can
help Americans have a better understanding of Balinese culture. After living in the United States for 13
years, he has observed that American
culture revolves around work, while
life in Bali is more communal. He
added that if you’re in Bali, it’s common to share food and drinks and be
very close with your neighbors.
“In Bali, if my cousin doesn’t
work, he can still eat,” said Dewa.
Gamelan is played in a group
with a variety of instruments. Dewa
connected the communal way in
which gamelan is played with the
communal way of living in Bali.
Both Downing and Dewa credited Dean of the Conservatory Brian
Pertl for making gamelan happen at
Lawrence. Pertl saw Dewa’s cousin
perform in a gamelan group in Seattle, Wash., in the early 2000s and
became interested in the style. In a
previous article about student retention, Pertl commented that he’s been
working to expand courses offered
by the conservatory beyond white,

European composers. Downing feels
that gamelan is a part of this process.
Downing gave credit to Associate Professor of Religious Studies
and Director of First-Year Studies
Martyn Smith for the fact that the
gamelan piece “Jaya Semara” was
added to the First-Year Studies curriculum. She added that Smith has
been to Indonesia himself.
Smith commented that when
the opportunity came up to select a
work of music for fall term of FirstYear Studies, “Jaya Semara” struck
him as being “perfect.” He didn’t like
the fact that it took until winter term
for First-Year Studies classes to encounter a work of music and felt that
it was important to include a piece
that would broaden the perspectives
of first-years. He also credited Downing and Dewa for making gamelan
accessible at Lawrence.
“Gamelan adds a musical component to First-Year Studies, it
widens the range of global cultures
present in the curriculum and it represents a unique strength of our campus,” Smith said.

Photo of Gamelan instruments.
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Mr. Olympia 2022 predictions
Sean McLaughlin
Sports Editor

______________________________

With the qualification period
for the 2022 Mr. Olympia contest
all but wrapped up and less than six
weeks left until show day, I think it’s
about time I give my predictions for
men’s open bodybuilding and whom
I see taking home the most elusive
crown in bodybuilding this December. The field is absolutely stacked
this year, with almost all of the big
names qualifying and over 30 total
athletes having punched their tickets
to the big show. Returning champion
Mamdouh Elssbiay, AKA Big Ramy,
will face his toughest test yet as he
seeks to make his back-to-back titles
a three-peat in a little over a month’s
time. With that said, here are my predictions for the top ten finishers in
the men’s open category at the 2022
Mr. Olympia.
I’m starting out my predictions
with Rafael Brandao in 10th position
which could be regarded as a rather
bold prediction, given that Brandao
has been out of the spotlight for some
time now. He did win a show to qualify, placing first in the Arnold Classic
South America show all the way back
in April. However, despite the relative
lack of fanfare, I am a massive fan of
Brandao’s structure and flow, and
I think the judges will be too. He is
one of the most aesthetic men’s open
professionals around today, which
gives him an advantage over guys
that choose to just come in big and
blocky. Brandao is a great example of
what I think a bodybuilder ought to
be: he always comes in conditioned,
always carries enough muscle to appear large and in charge on stage,
and combines these traits with a very
aesthetic V-taper and great posing. I

think this combination of qualities
will be enough for him to crack the
top ten in a very stacked lineup.
I’m placing Samson Dauda in
ninth position. I would love to be able
to predict Dauda higher, but the lineup is just too deep this year for him
to make a real splash I think. Dauda
won his Olympia qualification with a
win at the 2021 Prague Pro around a
year ago and has since placed an impressive fourth at the Arnold Classic
Ohio. In the offseason since, he has
put on significant size, weighing in
at over 300lbs for multiple months,
while maintaining his rather aesthetic look; like Brandao, he keeps
his waist and abs tight despite his
large stature. Given that he is a bit
taller and heavier than the Brazilian,
however, I think he may have enough
stage presence to give him the edge
into ninth place at the Olympia.
In eighth, I’m placing Chinedu Andrew Obieka. Obieka, better
known as Andrew Jacked, took the
bodybuilding world by storm after
winning his pro card at the Arnold
Classic Amateur earlier in 2022. He
first appeared as a professional bodybuilder in August, where he swept the
competition to beat established toptier pros like Steve Kuclo and Martin
Fitzwater to earn his Olympia qualification. He then followed this win
with another at the Arnold Classic UK
in October. The craziest part is that in
each show, he was not at 100%, as
he admitted to having subpar conditioning on both occasions. The fact
of the matter was that in both cases,
his structure was so far above that of
any of his competitors that he still
couldn’t be beat. And as someone
who thinks conditioning should play
a larger role in scoring in bodybuilding shows, I hate to admit it but he

was head and shoulders above the
competition in both shows. But those
were ordinary pro shows, and this is
the Olympia. I think that even with a
minor improvement, his conditioning will prove too big of a stumbling
block for a top five spot, and he’ll
settle for eigth.
In seventh, I’m placing Michal
Krizo. Just missing out on the top
call out, I have Michal Krizo, the Slovenian sensation himself. I’ll keep
this one short: despite the size and
shape he brings, Krizo doesn’t impress me or anyone else with a voice
in the bodybuilding community right
now. I wrote last week about how he
reportedly arrived late to the Prague
Pro, couldn’t control his gut, looked
washed out and flat, and sweated so
much his tan ran. Even with the minor improvements a bodybuilder can
make in six weeks, Krizo won’t be
ready for this show, and so will slump
to a spot outside the top six in his first
Olympia.
I am predicting Labrada to fall a
few places from his fourth-place finish last year into sixth. This is nothing
of his own fault; Labrada has made
improvements from last year, let’s be
clear. He has in fact added mass, especially in his back which was agreed
upon by many to be his weakest
point. The simple fact of the matter
is, his structure and mass in combination are just not enough to keep up
with the best of the best. Nick Walker
is a freak of nature; Hadi Choopan is
a ball of muscle who comes in at less
than 2% bodyfat; Big Ramy is simply
MASSIVE. Labrada will essentially be
the best of the rest in sixth.
In fifth, I’m predicting Willam
Bonac. Back to his best in recent
shows, like his 2022 Boston Pro win,
William “The Conqueror” Bonac will

be back among the top five at this
year’s Olympia. He may not be the
most aesthetic guy, but he has made
some massive improvements. Bonac has fixed his gynecomastia issue
(Google that if you’re feeling brave),
has been consistently conditioned,
and is back to coming into shows
fuller than anyone else on stage.
Despite the gyno issue, he is widely
recognized to be the rightful winner
of the 2022 Arnold Classic Ohio as
well, which is no mean feat given that
it is the second most prestigious title
in bodybuilding. He gives up size to
some guys I have above him, and conditioning to others, but he is clearly
among the elite of the elite, and will
be on show day too.
He still won’t crack the top three,
but Nick Walker is very well deserving of an improvement on his fifth
place placing from last year by taking
fourth. He is an absolute sack of muscle, and always comes in cut to the
bone with his midsection in check. He
loses some ground to more aesthetic
guys in poses like the front lat spread
on account of how blocky he is, but
that shouldn’t stop him from beating
out most mass monsters like Bonac,
Krizo and Dauda. He is also one of the
kings of constant improvement, and
has made a habit of looking better in
each show than in the previous one.
I think he does that again and makes
the top four at the Olympia.
In a repeat of his placing last
year, I think Hadi Choopan takes
third, but falls short of the title once
again. His calling card is his conditioning, which makes sense for a
former 212 bodybuilder. In that division, conditioning is what separates
the top dogs from those below them,
since size is limited by the weight
cap. But when that limit doesn’t ex-

ist, smaller guys like Choopan can
still fall behind some of the mass
monsters because they simply look
outsized on stage. That has always
been the critical point in Choopan’s
physique, and I believe this year will
be more of the same. Look for him to
come in as the most conditioned guy
in the lineup, but still not quite get
close to the title.
Again, I see Curry retaining his
second place placing this year without sliding up or down in the pecking order. Brandon is the king of the
aesthetic mass monsters; he always
comes in massive with super full
muscle bellies, but also maintains a
tight waist and nice flow to his physique. He, like Walker, also seems to
improve in each show, incrementally
taking steps forward. In a weaker
generation of talent, perhaps he
would have many more titles than the
one Olympia he won back in 2019.
But he seems to always be second
best in the big show these days, and
that won’t change this year.
I predict Big Ramy takes first.
This man is the sole reason Brandon
Curry does not have 3-4 Olympia
titles. Having finally figured out how
to get his conditioning right back in
2020, he has won the last two Mr.
Olympias, and looks poised to make
that a three-peat. Some of the physique updates Ramy has posted in
recent weeks are jaw-dropping. He
looks to be improved even on his
performances over the last two years
with show day-level conditioning at
six weeks out, a smaller waist than
he’s ever had, and has also somehow
maintained his crazy proportions in
the quads, arms, and chest. Put simply, Ramy looks to be built like a comic book villain, and I’m super excited
to see what he brings on show day.

Champions League round of 16
Sean McLaughlin
Sports Editor

______________________________

Following the conclusion of the
Champions League group stage last
week, the draw for the round of 16
has been made official, and there are
a number of tasty matchups to evaluate. Teams from the same nation are
not able to be drawn against one another at this stage of the competition,
so as a result, we have the pleasure
of witnessing many titanic clashes
between reigning league champions, as well as a few underdog sides
looking to make a big splash in the
Champions League for the first time.
Matches won’t resume until February
after the World Cup comes to an end,
but personally, I cannot help but begin to speculate a bit early. With that
in mind, I’d like to take a look at the
most interesting matchups and give
my take on how they will play out.
Where else to start but with
the replay of last season’s final,
Liverpool vs. Real Madrid. Jurgen
Klopp’s struggling Liverpool side
haven’t been the same since that fateful night in Paris. They began their

group stage campaign with a brutal
4-0 away thrashing at the hands of
Napoli, which ended up being the
defining result in group A as despite
winning their last five matches, including a win against the Neapolitans on matchday six, the goal difference swing from that first game saw
Liverpool only finish second in the
first phase. Meanwhile, Carlo Ancelotti’s side look as imperious as ever
in Europe this season. They waltzed
through a fairly easy group including
the likes of Celtic, Shakhtar Donetsk,

wine and look as potent as ever this
season. Current form aside even, Madrid simply has Liverpool’s number it
would seem, beating them in both the
2018 and 2022 Champions League finals. This one will go similarly.
Keeping the heavy hitters coming, two titans of the European game
will clash early on in the bracket this
season in Bayern Munich vs. PSG.
This matchup is really a case of unstoppable force meets immovable
object. Bayern Munich once again
look to be an absolute juggernaut

form in Europe is a bit deceiving in
my opinion, as despite the victories,
they simply don’t look to be the same
team they were with Robert Lewandowski up front. Ever since the Pole
left, they have been shakier in front of
goal. They also play a very high line,
which will allow opportunities for
Mbappe, Messi, and Neymar to exploit the space in behind, something
they have done relentlessly all season.
PSG will scrape by simply by outscoring the Germans, but only just.
Unlike the major clashes I’ve

entertainment, and I’m looking forward to it.
On current form, Milan have
to be the favorites. They are sitting
second in Series A, and have made
the round of 16 for the first time in
a decade, so San Siro will be rocking in its return to the Champions
League knockout stage. Spurs on the
other hand have lost three in a row in
the league, and only barely scraped
through what should have been a
fairly easy group with a last minute
winner from Pierre-Emile Hojberg

and RB Leipzig, topping the group on
13 points.
At least at the time of writing,
this tie looks to be going only one
way, and that is with the victory heading back to the Spanish capital. Liverpool have no semblance of midfield
stability at the moment, with aging
players like Jordan Henderson and
Thiago Alcantara still receiving most
of the minutes despite not looking up
to pace at the highest level anymore.
On the other side of the field will be
even older stars in the likes of Luka
Modric and Toni Kroos who, unlike
the Liverpudlians, are aging like fine

once again, as they finished the group
phase with 18 points from a possible
18, in the group of death no less.
Meanwhile, PSG also failed to lose a
match in the group, but still somehow
succumbed to a second place as after
two draws with group winners Benfica, the Portuguese side jumped the
Parisians on the final matchday on
goal difference thanks to a thrilling
6-1 win away to Maccabi Haifa. As a
result, we get this treat of a match as
soon as February.
In the rematch of the 2020 final,
I think PSG will exact revenge and
get by Bayern this time around. Their

listed so far, the tie in AC Milan vs.
Tottenham Hotspur is intriguing not
solely because of the amount of talent
on the pitch, but also because the personal and tactical battles promise to
bring plenty of drama. There are several narratives here: Antonio Conte
returns to San Siro as a manager for
the first time since leading Milan’s rivals Inter to the title in 2021, England
international teammates Harry Kane
of Spurs and Fikayo Tomori go headto-head, and the end-to-end play will
be fantastically entertaining as both
teams love to play on the counterattack. There promises to be plenty of

against Marseille. Harry Kane is scoring goals for fun once again, but Hugo
Lloris can’t seem to stop them going
in at the other end and Heung-Min
Son has been hopelessly out of form
all season with the exception of one
hat trick against Leicester in October. Spurs also look hopeless defensively on the flanks, especially on the
right where Emerson Royale is all but
guaranteed to be made to look a fool
by Rafael Leao. With Giroud scoring
at a high rate for Milan as well, I can
only see them taking this one.
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Peekaboo
By Sam Forrester

Since this is the last poem I’ll be able to share for a while since I’ll be
studying abroad, I wanted to leave you all with a poem that’ll get you all in the
holiday spirit. Hopefully, upon my return, I’ll have a few new London-inspired
poems to share with you all. For this specific poem, we were supposed to write
about a meal or dish that means a lot to us, which is why I decided to write
about the cookies my family and I make every Christmas.
Cut Out Cookies and Cream Cheese Frosting
The baking ingredients annually line the cupboards when the radio croons
Christmas tunes
and tells tales of frigid air and reindeer while I flatten the powdered sugar
dunes.
The wax paper covering the bowl leaves an oily residue on my fingers,
and though it’s been a year since I snitched any dough, the sharp almond taste
still lingers.
After I roll out the dough – the canvas now prepared,
my hands start cutting out shapes and moving of their own accord,
for they memorized this process long ago when I was just a child
and know how to design a snowman, an airplane, something akin to a marigold.
The shapes, now cut, meet their tray and bake
until my mom says they’re awake
and begs for me to take them out before they burn
like I’m still a child, unable to learn.
But I know it all, the techniques and the brands that we use Philadelphia cream cheese, Watkins almond extract, it’s all old news.
Despite her backseat driving, I still take the reins and make a ton
of frosting colors – blue, purple, maybe pink – and mix until the milk helps
them run.
The shapes, now awake and clothed in shades of liquid sky, get
ready for decals - sprinkles of all kinds, a bit
given as gifts, others from the Bulk Food Shoppe
where you can get everything, from almond flour to a wax lip.
The entire process takes days, no matter how skilled,
but the campus cooks will always leave my dream unfulfilled,
for they could never know the secrets of it, things I’ll take to my tomb.
Do you now understand why the smell of almond reminds me of home?

Snow Sun
By Meridian Ondrejka
The sun shines warmest
though the cold air.

But it lies.
Or perhaps is just confused.

No matter the time of year,
burning up your back as you walk,
as the chill nips at your fingers.
As it bites at your ears.
And yet, the sun,
so often hiding behind the
clouds in the sky,
would have you believe
that it is August.
That it is time
to dive into the water,
to hide from the heat.

Maybe in those moments,
where its rays cut through
the air that holds breath
like one would hold bubbles
in the bath. Delicately,
but not forever.
In that second,
with Helios's hand on
your back,
you can relax
against the cold,
and just let it all blow by.

Kiss of a Deathtime
By Renee Iris Bernal

The Mad Titan
By Isabel Dorn
When I was young, I used to dream
of hungry monsters and evil queens
who made the children thrash and scream
When I was young, I used to read
tales of tyrants filled with greed
who loved to watch their victims bleed
But I never thought I’d see the day
that Lord Vader took our rights away,
that children fought in a hunger game
that Thanos turned the world to gray
I remember the morning all too well:
a few days shy of fourteen years old,
shaking in the closet, my blood gone cold
I remember whispering, “what the hell?”
too scared to even speak my thoughts,
for who knows what’s safe and what’s not?
Every dictator claims a noble cause
You promised to make this country great
But I guess your definition of greatness
just means white, male, and straight
You take whatever your madness touches –
power, women, money
You scream bitterly into the void
about turban-clad enemies
But to truly fight the war on terror,
you must shoot the man in your mirror,
for you are the one who inspires such fear
in the women you’ve branded with your dirty hands,
in the children left orphaned in this foreign land,
in the soldiers thrown away because they were trans
There is no Iron Man to snap his fingers
and no Jedi to call upon the force
But I am a girl and I have a choice
to plant my feet and use my voice,
for one spark can light the torch
and give hope to those who cannot speak
I’ll shoot my arrow straight and true,
shout for the speechless and stand for the weak
You’ve painted this country state by state
with the red in your ledger
and the lies from your hideous mouth
You’ve poisoned our borders with filth and hate,
but four years is not forever,
and every fire you started will be doused
You can buy your votes but not my respect
Your foul words will never reach me
Tied to the mast with pitch in my ears,
I will stand strong in what I believe
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Opera Reimagined - Atys
By Quinn Vincent

Made Up of Memories
By Niranjana Mittal

Let’s go back to 2015 and
remember the ever-emotional movie
Inside Out from Pixar. The main
character, Riley, starts losing her
core memories when she experiences
the major life change of moving.
She loses essential emotions Joy
and Sadness, causing other emotions like Anger, Fear and Disgust to
come to the forefront of her mind.
These emotions drive Riley to dwell
on her past and look back as if she
has lost something. This eventually
changes when Joy and Sadness come
back into the picture, joining forces
to create new core memories that
show how sadness can lead to joyful moments when surrounded by
loved ones. This provides Riley with
optimism, helping her to make new
and positive memories with. Just like
Riley, we’re made up of water and
blood ... and memories! We’re made
of the good and even bad memories.
These are what shape our personali-

ties, our being.
They shine a bright light on our
bad days, and can also dim our good
days if we let them. When we feel
this happening, we can see photos
of happy times taken “on this day
last year” come up on our phones, or
we can revisit places where beautiful memories were created to make
us smile. We learn how to let our
positive memories guide us without
denying those negative ones, because
they are all a part of us. The memories that replay in our minds when
we catch the scent of our favorite
childhood foods, when we see our
favorite childhood toys in the store
again, or when we wear special jewelry given to us by loved ones, connect us to the most important people
and places in our lives. The power of
remembering the best day of your life
gives you the strength to push yourself when you don’t feel that way.
When we find ourselves in

situations asking us to face a crippling fear, we use past memories of
when we conquered other difficulties to get through it. Remembering
the first time your teacher scolded
you makes you a better learner and
teaches resilience. There are so many
ways that our memories influence
our personalities, and this is how
we grow and become stronger as
human beings. Sometimes, we might
feel that our Joy has gotten lost, and
that is perfectly ok! We just have to
remember that she will always come
back, as long as we don’t let our
negative emotions overtake us. If we
use those hard days to strengthen
ourselves, and make the most out of
the best days, we’ll be just fine.

Confetti Cat
By Enna Krnecin

Arm

By Sam Forrester

Screaming
Emanate from
Underneath
By Jamie Haak
Reeling releasing exclamations
Unintelligible
Dingy lights dust covered floor
an absence of bodies
Screaming turns to laughing
“I DON’T EVEN KNOW”
Two individuals taking safety in
Gossip
Knowing what should what could
what would
But still unwilling to adopt the
mindset of defeat
Of expected jaded adulthood

Mimi's Comic
By Mimi Condon

More Dragon Doodles
By Mara Logan
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Matvei Mozhaev on Russian culture, history and identity

Isabel Dorn

Staff Writer
________________________________

Matvei Mozhaev, Lawrence’s new
Russian Student Language Assistant, is
educating students about Russian language, history, and culture through a
mixture of educational presentations,
one-on-one interactions, and hands-on
experiences. As one of Lawrence’s few
Russian-American students, he hopes to
share a unique perspective on Russian
identity while offering insights as a native
Russian speaker to enhance students’ language skills.
Mozhaev, a senior majoring in global
studies and minoring in studio art and
trombone performance, meets with
intermediate-level Russian students for
a weekly 45-minute intensive lesson, in
which students read short texts, compose
essays and converse in Russian. Although
the topics are selected by Russian language instructor Elizabeth Krizenesky,
Mozhaev often takes these sessions as an
opportunity to explore etymology and rare
vocabulary that students don’t typically
learn in class.
“No matter what, I always try to get
the students comfortable with someone
speaking in a different language without
necessarily pressuring them to respond in
the same language,” he said.
In addition, Mozhaev hosts a weekly
Russian Language Table, where he delivers presentations centered around niche
aspects of Russian culture that are not
typically discussed in university courses.
Previous topics include the history of
Russian tattoo art, popular Russianlanguage YouTube influencers and a tour
of his grandparents’ dacha or home.

Although he brainstorms ideas for
presentations by himself, he promotes
active learning and participation. He
allows students to vote on the topics
they want to learn about and encourages
them to propose topics for future discussions. He also provides links to websites
and articles after every presentation so
students can pursue further independent
research on topics they find fascinating.
Russian Table sessions are open to all
students, regardless of their language proficiency. Mozhaev’s presentations include
some Russian-language videos and text,
but they are largely accessible to beginners, making it easy for language learners of all levels to discover more about
Russian culture.
While Mozhaev tries to maintain
a positive, low-stress environment at
Russian Table, his presentations do not
shy away from Russia’s current role in
international politics, including the recent
invasion of Ukraine. He expressed that the
complexity of Russian politics is often lost
because reliable information networks are
often inaccessible to the public.
“Russia is an authoritarian regime,
which means that it’s really difficult to get
any insight on what’s actually going on
inside,” said Mozhaev. “Given that there
has been a strong history of all sorts of
bias against [the] Russian government
and Russian culture in general, that usually carries into a lot of the discourse I see
about why certain things are happening in
Russia and how they’re framed. What you
see on the surface is often very limited,
and it’s harmful to see so much excluded.”
For Mozhaev, the job is also an opportunity for self-reflection on his own cultural heritage. He was born and raised in the

Moscow area until the age of 13, when his
family left Russia and settled into a small
but tightly connected Russian-speaking
community in Madison, Wisconsin.
“I really want to explore my own
identity as a native Russian speaker who
was born in Russia,” he said. “It gives me
a really great opportunity to look into
how Russia came to be what it currently is
through a very unique lens.”
In addition to being a native Russian
speaker, Mozhaev brings a unique perspective as a Russian of multicultural
descent. His father was born in Russia but
has Ukrainian ancestry, his mother is from
the autonomous republic of Abkhazia in
the Caucasus Mountains, and his maternal
grandfather was from Kenya.
“There are a lot of ethnic intersections in my Russian identity. I never really
thought of it as much when I was living in
Russia,” he said. “But I think there were a
lot of labels put on me by people around
me, and they affected me quite a bit.”
While Mozhaev stated that he has
rarely experienced discrimination for his
Russian heritage in Appleton or Madison,
he noted that some generalizations persist,
especially after the invasion of Ukraine
began.
“Whenever I mention that I’m
Russian, there is a wider array of reactions,” he said. “Before, people used to be
surprised or curious. Now it’s surprised,
curious, and also uncomfortable.”
He urges students to engage with
works by Russian creators and avoid looking at Russian culture from an outsider’s
perspective. He also emphasized the
importance of seeking multiple viewpoints
to counter broad generalizations.
“We just assume that a lot of Russian

people share the same perspectives, but
Russia is such a humongous country,
and especially right now, there is more
diversity in opinions and experiences than
ever,” he said.
While many historians divide Russian
history into distinct periods such as the
Russian Empire, the Soviet Union, and
post-Soviet Russia, Mozhaev encourages
students to approach Russian history as a
single continuous narrative. He observed
that people often overlook how significant
events create chain reactions across multiple decades and emphasized that many
aspects of modern Russia can be traced
back to events from previous eras.
In the future, he plans to expand his
work and provide students with memorable experiences. In winter term, he
will lead a language immersion trip to
Lawrence’s Bjorklunden campus, where
students can practice communicating in
Russian with their classmates all weekend.
When asked about his goals as a
Student Language Assistant, Mozhaev
replied that he simply wants to deliver his
best work, a mindset he has also applied
in his previous positions as a Community
Advisor and a Program Assistant for
Lawrence’s Summer Institute program.
He approaches each opportunity with the
goal of maximizing the position’s potential
and making a positive difference in others’
lives.
“With every job I do, I want to leave
a unique impact,” said Mozhaev. “I like
when my work impacts a lot of students
in ways that are meaningful and longlasting.”

Le Louvre
Alana Melvin
Photo Co-Editor

In my photography class here in Paris, we have been exploring the different representations of Paris through photography and the differences between grand landscape
photos and intimate up-close photos. With this knowledge, I decided to experiment with different compositions of photos with my film camera.

Line to see the Mona Lisa.

Greek statues taken with double exposure.

View of the exterior of the Louvre from inside.

Statue of Sleeping Hermaphrodite.
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Social and Environmental Justice Internship Cohort

Blair Vandehey

Staff Writer
________________________________

Summer at Lawrence is a time
for students to expand their personal
growth through opportunities presented
by the university. Whether working for
the Summer Institute, attending camps
and festivals, or partaking in research
programs alongside professors, there
are many on-campus opportunities to
meet the needs and interests of different students. One such opportunity is the
Social and Environmental Justice (SEJ)
Internship Cohort.
As the name suggests, the cohort connects its student members with Milwaukee
or Appleton-based social and/or environmental justice-oriented internships for the
summer. Official activities begin during
winter term, when 10-12 participants are
selected from a pool of applicants to take
part in the program. Eligibility for the SEJ
Cohort is not dependent upon a student’s
major.
Throughout spring term, students
participate in a 2-credit tutorial during
which they learn what exactly social and
environmental justice means, what working for a nonprofit is like and methods for
community building. During the summer,
when students are working full-time at
their internship sites, they participate in
weekly Zoom check-ins to reflect on their
experiences, and finally, the following fall
term, they take another 2-credit tutorial
to debrief and complete a reflection poster
on what they learned through their internship.
This year was the program’s second
year under its new name. Previously, it
was known as Sustainable China, where
students would take a fall term class
before heading overseas in December to
study sustainability in China.
Associate Professor of Government
Jason Brozek is at the head of the cohort.

Nathan Wall

This year, he recruited ten students who
completed internships with eight different
organizations whose focus ranged from
urban farming to helping bring sports and
musical education to children.
Stipends were paid to the students
to help cover the inevitable food, housing, transportation, and other expenses.
As a first-generation student himself,
Brozek explained that the goal was to
give students who need to earn and save
money during the summer the ability to
partake in professional development experiences that would ordinarily have been
unpaid – experiences that Brozek did not
have access to in his college days. Brozek
expressed his gratitude for the alumni and
community who made this important part
of conducting the program possible.
Working with non-profit organizations outside of Lawrence is imperative to
the success of the SEJ Internship Cohort.
Brozek and his associates in the Career
Center (who he also gives his thanks to, as
collaboration with them is crucial for the
program) contact nonprofits that either
they have connections to or that the students recommend (and, of course, they
are always looking to create new organizational relationships). There, they help fill
the organization’s internship slots with the
students. If an internship does not exist
within a given nonprofit, Brozek offers to
“build” the program and take care of what
happens behind the scenes so that the student can have the chance to work at their
preferred organization.
This summer, senior Ashley Tang
interned in Milwaukee at a nonprofit
called TRUE Skool with a focus on water
conservation through projects in aquaponics and hydroponics. Tang oversaw
how the grant that funded their work was
implemented; much of her role involved
helping decide how the money was spent.
Through being in charge of the financial
activities, she was able to research how

financial management can help organizations reach their goals.
While the aforementioned experience was a good takeaway, she thought
the most rewarding part of the internship
was being able to be around other young
people working toward a common environmental-oriented goal separated from
a purely academic setting. As an environmental science major herself, she said that
she does not always get the opportunity to
do that outside of the classroom, and that
it was refreshing to be able to enjoy that
experience.
Elsewhere in the city, fifth-year
Samantha Correra Gomez and senior
Ellen Teerink were spending their summer working for Groundwork Milwaukee,
a nonprofit focused on bringing about
increased food equity and food sovereignty
through different sustainability projects.
Correra Gomez and Teerink focused
on helping sustain several different community gardens. Their work included (but
was not limited to) weeding and water
monitoring alongside teenage helpers
from Milwaukee area high schools. While
their internship focused heavily on the
gardens, it also allowed them a chance to
connect with the younger workers through
a canoeing excursion down the Milwaukee
River and a trip to Discovery World, a
local hands-on science museum. Both
agreed that getting to work with the high
schoolers was one of their favorite parts of
the internship.
Correra Gomez also enjoyed getting
to know each garden and working with
its unique needs to keep it flourishing.
Teerink found the most meaning in getting to “break a sweat” outside and getting to look back at all the progress she
and her team made along the way. Both
recommended the nonprofit to future SEJ
Internship Cohort students, and each had
a word of advice: pick an internship where
you can get outdoors and keep active.

Back in Appleton, junior Emma
Vasconez was hard at work with World
Relief Fox Valley, a refugee resettlement
nonprofit agency offering both short- and
long-term services. Vasconez was not
restricted to one type of job; she took
part in several different activities, including creating a postcard for World Relief’s
donors, condensing a wordy PowerPoint
about how to budget in the United States
into a simpler packet, helping furnish new
apartments for refugees and transporting them from the airport and to medical
screenings.
She found it incredibly meaningful
to work with her clients, especially as an
international relations and government
major. There were points where she found
herself frustrated with the way some US
systems operate for refugees, especially
those relating to employment, housing and
social security, but was happy she was able
to make a difference for them. Vasconez
wished to see the internship cohort further
“highlighted” so that more others could
have the same opportunity she did.
All four of them said that housing was
the biggest problem they encountered,
as this was the first time they had been
independently in charge of finding housing and settling in on their own. Brozek
agreed that it was one of the biggest
hurdles students reported having to jump
over. As a relatively new program, however, he was still proud of how well things
went this summer.
The reflection posters made by this
year’s SEJ Internship Cohort will be displayed later this term in Warch for public
viewing. Students are encouraged to check
out the posters, and perhaps even take
inspiration from them and consider joining the SEJ Internship Cohort in a future
summer.

mer mayor Tim Hanna and Burstein;
Woodford continues this tradition and
meets with President Laurie Carter quarterly.
“In a lot of ways, Lawrence was a
[learning] lab for me...I learned some
important lessons between my job and the
university...and my student engagement,”
Woodford said.
Woodford’s experiences with leadership began in high school and continued
through college; he credited Burstein as an
“important mentor” for him. When Hanna
stepped down in 2020 after 24 years as
mayor, Woodford recalled that it opened
up an 11-way primary battle for the mayorship. Woodford and his campaign knocked
on doors in every ward during the primary
because they realized it was critical to get
their name out before the general election
arrived.
In the general election, Woodford
ran alongside former alder and Council
President Jim Clemons. Woodford purposefully used the term “alongside”
instead of “against” and characterized his
former opponent as someone who had
devoted his life to serving his community. While the race was tough, Woodford
believes that efforts such as reaching out
to Hmong and Spanish-speaking residents
enabled him to connect with and gain the
support of members of the community
who haven’t historically been engaged in
the electoral process.
Woodford is passionate about making
city government work and said that city
government is a complex operation that
involves many departments and employees. He is frustrated by the fact that the

State of Wisconsin has systematically
defunded local governments by forcing
municipalities to share revenue with the
state and limiting the ability to impose levies. Local governments and employees are
competent and hardworking, Woodford
affirmed, but the structure of the state is a
roadblock.
Woodford discussed efforts to make
Appleton more sustainable and resilient,
including updating stormwater infrastructure, installing a solar array on the
Municipal Services Building, adding
hybrids to the city fleet, switching the city
buses to diesel fuel and converting streetlights to LED. He added that switching
to diesel buses reduces emissions by 92%
and that LED streetlights dramatically
reduce operating costs. Going forward,
Woodford is interested in adding electric
trolleys to the transit fleet. Woodford sees
the work of sustainability as essential and
said that the link between extreme weather and climate change is “undeniable.”
“It’s not a matter of where you fall on
the political spectrum,” Woodford said.
“Nobody wants water backed up in their
basement...and I don’t think anyone wants
to willfully contribute to the degradation
of the environment.”
Positions in city government are nonpartisan, including the mayor. Woodford
thinks it is important to be a proper
steward of the role and to take positions
on local issues, while trying to avoid the
partisan polarization he’s seen in national
politics. He lamented the fact that contemporary politics seeks to put people in
boxes and worries that partisanship leads
to a lack of respect for one another. He

said that Wisconsin is a good example of
the damaging effect of partisanship.
“I don’t think anyone could argue
with a straight face that politics in the
State of Wisconsin are truly functional,”
Woodford said. “And I think the same
could be said about the United States.”
Woodford added that he has quarterly meetings with every single member
of the Common Council. He believes that
regardless of differences, it is important
to include everyone in the work of building community. He encourages people to
avoid ignoring the opinions of those who
disagree with them.
However, Woodford made an important distinction. He does not believe that
hate has a place in the community and
believes it’s important to not tolerate it.
He characterized Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion (DEI) as “building connections across difference,” and feels that
community engagement such as offering
resources and shelter to the unhoused
and serving breakfast to veterans is DEI
work. He believes that it’s important to
build connections between community
DEI organizations and the city. One of
the ways in which he has tried to diversify
city government is by making it easier for
non-elected citizens to apply for city committees, commissions and boards.
The first year of Woodford’s job was
extraordinary, he stated, but tumultuous.
He said that these days, he has more fun
every day at his job and appreciates the
team he works with. He also thanked the
Appleton community for being supportive,
strong and resilient.

Local Government Feature: Jake Woodford

News Co-Editor
________________________________

Jake Woodford ‘13 has been the
Mayor of Appleton since April 2020. He
is the youngest elected official in the city.
Woodford has lived in Appleton his entire
life, and according to him, his family has
deep roots in the community. He went
to Columbus Elementary School (one of
the smallest and most diverse schools in
Appleton), Roosevelt Middle School (now
closed) and Appleton North High School.
Woodford feels that his experience going
to a diverse elementary school and growing up working class in Appleton prepared
him for this role because it helps him
better understand the needs of ordinary
people. In 2009, he enrolled at Lawrence,
where he majored in government and
minored in history. Woodford worked in
the Admissions office, worked on Tech
Crew when the Warch Campus Center first
opened, and served on the judicial board.
Additionally, Woodford served on the
Lawrence University Community Council
(LUCC) and was elected LUCC President
in 2012. As president of LUCC, Woodford
served on the committee that selected
Mark Burstein for president of the university.
After graduating, Woodford took a job
in Burstein’s office and served as Assistant
to the President. His role was eventually expanded to include Secretary to the
Board of Trustees, which he held for seven
years. Woodford, under Burnstein, worked
to establish good ties between Appleton
city government and the university, which
meant quarterly meetings between for-
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Blair Vandehey
Staff Writer

______________________________

Winter break will be upon us
Lawrentians soon; the time to kick
back after finals week is just around
the corner. With the Fall term behind
us and the colder months on the way,
our schedules will be more open for
some much-needed time to decompress. I can think of no better way
to not only welcome in the chilly
season but also to relax after exams
than to warm up at The Fire, an art
studio specializing in clay and glass
creations just across the street from
Colman Hall.
Audra Haas, the owner, brought
The Fire to the avenue after deciding
to visit a similar shop in San Diego,
CA to paint pottery with her sister.
Being able to spontaneously enter
a space where she could be creative
as well as social, qualities she said
“checked all of [her] boxes,” while
creating something “functional”
inspired her to dream up her own studio. She returned to Appleton, where
she was born and raised, and opened
The Fire in the mid-2000's.
On the surface, Haas explained
‘Fire’ could be interpreted in both a
literal and figurative sense. For the
former, it is simply a nod to the way a

kiln fires pottery. The latter, however,
is much more complex than that.
Haas drew a comparison between
the result of fired clay, which comes
out looking much more beautiful
than it went in, and humanity; after
going through challenging times, or
in this case, the figurative ‘fire,’ we as
humans have the potential to emerge
stronger than before.
Haas’ own personal ‘fire’ began
burning in 2020, when COVID-19
struck the world with uncertainty. Despite the unprecedented challenges it
brought to businesses, Haas was able
to adapt and take matters into her
own hands. The shop began offering
curbside pickup and other no-contact
artistic services, which helped it make
it through the uncertain height of the
pandemic. While not every day was
easy, Haas found herself “liberated,”
learning to accept that some things
were beyond her control and to roll
with the punches as they came to her.
Nowadays, after coming out of the
‘fire’ she finds herself able to run her
business more heavily “from a place
of ease.”
On the subject of fire, the mural
outside the shop depicting hot air
balloons and soaring firebirds has its
own story. In 2010, Haas decided she
wanted to paint the side of the building to add more color to the area at a

time when there was a lack of public
art. When she finished decorating
the balloons and establishing the
background, however, she thought
something was missing. One of her
friends’ boyfriends, a muralist from
Washington, D.C., approached her
and offered to finish it. He completed
the finished product and would go
on to paint many other murals in
Appleton, like the one on the side
of Taste of Thai, one at Nakashima
and one along the water walk by the
Fox River. Last year, she contacted
him to extend it, wrapping it around
the entryway. Haas mentioned how
“surprised” she was that it garnered
her such recognition and teased at
adding even more of an extension
someday. To this day, it is still one of
the most defining works of visual art
on the Avenue.
Three different mediums are
offered at The Fire: pottery painting,
mosaic art and glass fusion (where
sheets of glass are decorated and
fired together to create pieces of art,
such as iridescent windchimes and
suncatchers). Everything at the shop
is considered to be “entry-level,” so
anyone, regardless of artistic ability,
can create something beautiful. Both
appointments and walk-ins are welcome, something that sets the shop
apart from other studios, which usu-

ally operate on an appointment basis.
Getting to watch her visitors
open the bag containing their finished work after two weeks of firing
them in the kiln, Haas said, is one of
the most rewarding parts of working
at The Fire. Besides that, the other
was seeing people bond over a shared
activity, no matter the medium they
chose. “It’s not always about the end
product.” she declared. “It’s about the
process.”
This mission would not be possible without the staff, who recognize
how “intimidating” creating art in
a public setting can be. Passionate
about the practice themselves, they
try their hardest to build a nonjudgmental environment where all
levels of skill are welcome in the “Fire
family.” Being a part of a small staff
also helps extend the comfortable
atmosphere beyond the staff-visitor
relationship to that of staff-staff; the
employee base is so tight-knit that
one of the managers thinks of the
rest of the girls who work there as
her “younger sisters.” Haas herself
reiterated how proud she is of her
staff throughout the interview, using words like “wonderful” freely to
express them on many occasions.
As for us Lawrentians, the sentiment is similar; Haas told me that
she takes pride in welcoming us to

her establishment. She announced
that with the presentation of a valid
Lawrence ID, we can enjoy ten percent off any medium offered at The
Fire, a warm kickoff to a chilly break.
From laughing with Haas
throughout our interview emerged
a third take on the name ‘The Fire’;
aside from the external warmth that
welcomed me in from a cold Appleton
day, there was also that of Haas’
genuine joy of getting to run her business and the handcrafted treasures
waiting to be picked up all around the
studio. Within one of the bags could
be your own creation, too, just on the
edge of campus.

theme of needing to pay rent occurs
throughout as a clear tribute to Jonathan Larson’s "Rent".
A full company number opened
the musical, consisting of familiar
quirks from a typically cheesy musical
theater introduction. The first story,
"Corn!", was a parody of the musical
duo Rodgers and Hammerstein,
known for classics such as "Oklahoma!", "Carousel" and "The Sound
of Music". Set in summertime Kansas,
unless Big Willy intervened, June
would be forced to marry the landlord
Jidder.
The script's colorful writing
was supported by excellent delivery.
The line “[over there a] chipmunk is
reading a bible” from Carter Antin
(Big Willy) and the “I Don’t Love
You” song between Antin and Layne
Eklund (June) were particularly
memorable. Throughout the story,
stage directions were drolly announced aloud, which seemed overplayed after the first few times.

Two nonsensical songs from
"Corn!" were particularly funny, the
“Delicious Clam Dip” and “Daylight
Savings Time” numbers. Both came
out of nowhere within the story and
warranted substantial laughter and
lengthy applause.
The following story, "A Little
Complex", parodied Stephen Sondheim, whose credits include "Company", "Into the Woods" and "Sweeney
Todd". Set in a New York apartment,
it concerned the artist-murderer
Jitter who aimed to, and eventually
succeeded in, murdering his tenants
Jeune, Billy and Abby.
Matthew Carlson’s performance as the Sweney Todd-derived
Jitter was particularly comedic and
matched in vocal quality by his castmates of the scene. Despite the grim
plot, interjections from the entire
cast with flashlights kept the mood
light, as did memorable lines such as
“Roses can be red, violets can be blue,
some lyrics rhyme, some don’t.”

Perhaps the most bizarre of the
scenes was "Dear Abby!". Based on
the style of Jerry Herman—who is
best known for "Hello Dolly!"—there
was scarcely a plot besides a series of
tributes to the socialite Abby. Dancing was featured prominently in this
story, and was presented with a fitting
mix of humor and entertainment.
After a brief intermission, "The
Aspects of Junita", based on the
work of Andrew Lloyd Weber, took
place. In parodying shows such as
"Cats", "Evita" and "The Phantom of
the Opera", the story was all over the
place, but purposefully so. Casey Joan
Kollman’s performance as Junita
managed to remain humorous and
musically excellent.
The finale, "Speakeasy", parodied the duo Kander and Ebb, known
for productions such as "Cabaret" and
"Chicago". Alec Welhouse’s performance as the creepy landlord Jütter
included impressive characterization,
while Holly Beemer’s vocal perfor-

mance as Juny was outstanding.
With every scene of the show
there was an uneasy balance between
obvious and niche jokes. "The Aspects
of Junita", for instance, included clear
insults at the leading soprano’s conceitedness beside more specific jokes
on Lloyd Weber’s alleged plagiarism
of Puccini. Carlson commented that
while there were “a lot of musical
references that were hard for people
to get […] it was a general comedy
[and certain aspects] were generally
funny.”
The performers had to traverse
numerous obstacles in the way of
the performances. A delay merely
hours before opening night due to a
COVID-19 case raised doubts over
whether the show would be performed at all. Both Antin and Carlson
expressed frustration with how the
administration handled the delay
but agreed that their Saturday night
performance did the work justice.

The mural outside of The Fire.
Photo by Blair Vandehey.

"The Musical of Musicals" carries on after postponement
Alex Alden
Staff Writer

______________________________

After participants in the musical
fell ill with COVID, the cast for the
fall term’s musical did not know if the
show would go on. "The Musical of
Musicals" took place a week late on
the evenings of Nov. 4 and 5—only
two of the four planned performances. As the title suggests, it was
a parody of famous musicals, and
although some of the jokes were too
niche to land, the singing and acting
was consistently excellent, giving way
to a fantastic performance.
Five distinct, though interconnected, short stories defined the
show. Each was aligned by its basic
plot, which included four archetypal
roles, often with slightly varying
names: the wise lady Abby who
advises the ingénue June, who is
saved from the evil landlord Jitter
by the heroic Billy. The overarching

"Swim Team": immersive impressionism

heard across “Swim Team”: washes of
guitar combine with neo-soul grooves
_______________________________ to construct immersive, enrapturing
and euphoric soundscapes.
5/5
Take the introduction “MovJazz, soul, and indie rock iming On, Getting On,” for example. A
pressionist Christelle Bofale released
tense but warm chord progression
their debut EP, “Swim Team” on May
combines with pointed vocals and
31, 2019. The band on the EP consists
haunting guitars to usher the listener
of Bofale on vocals, lyrics and guitar,
into the depths of this EP. Upon the
Jake Smith on additional guitar,
climax of the track, drums enter the
Dan Duszynski on production, Billy
mix, crashing and banging, much like
Hickey on drums and John Bergin
Bofale’s beckoning hums and runs.
on bass.
Rather than a standalone song,
Bofale boasts a cutthroat connec“Moving On, Getting On” is much
tion between their heart and their pen.
more comparable to a prologue, showEach lyric, power chord and drum
casing the different flavors and licks
fill on “Swim Team” places another
domino in its unfurling, 26-minute the listener will get across the next
four tracks. Its guitar solo and faded
album length. While brief, it still plays
outro transition into the equally medilike an album. The emotional depths
tative “Love Lived Here Once.”
Bofale reaches here blossom in their
My favorite part about this song
poignancy — hence the title “Swim
is its beginning: the reverbs utilized
Team.”
on the guitars, the spacious effects
The EP’s depth also comes with
added to the synths, the subtly organa sense of breadth. Bofale grew up on
a myriad of different genres, ranging ic textures that pepper in on occasion.
Again, it sets the tone perfectly for the
from traditional Congolese music to
church hymns to the works of Joni raging chorus of this track.
“Tear away at my warm paper
Mitchell. Their soft spot for slowskin / And make way for the history
rock and shoegaze aesthetics shines
through as well. These influences are within / Love lived here once” Bofale
sings after the minute and thirty sec-

ond intro. I am especially impressed
by the contrast here musically. The
angular bass on the chorus contrasts
beautifully against the stripped-down
natures of the verses. It allows the last
chorus after the quainter bridge to explode in angst.
“Origami Dreams” folds in on
this angst, deviating slightly from the
jazz structures Bofale engaged in earlier on the EP. In its place is a raging
pop-rock anthem. Of course, some
spicy chords make their way in the
mix, as well a half-time groove here
and there on the pre-chorus.
Lyrically, Bofale is at their most
conceptual here, featuring some clever word play — “Paper only floats for
so long / All I’ve got to say is so long”
— and more explicit narrative — “Origami dreams of mine, I guess that they
weren’t real.” While it is fairly juvenile
and not as explorative as other cuts
here, it’s a fun moment that keeps the
listener intrigued with “Swim Team.”
It also sets the stage beautifully for the
next track.
“U Ouchea” displays everything
that makes Bofale an act to savor. It’s
a seven-minute odyssey through jazzand soul-inspired chords, washes of
guitar and bass, incredible lyrics and

final Comic Character Spotlight of the
term, let’s take a trip back to the DC
Extended Universe! Today, we’ll be
highlighting King Shark.
King Shark is an antagonist
to DC heroes such as Aquaman,
The Flash and Superboy and first
appeared in various issues of the
“Superboy” (1994) comic series. He

was created by writer Karl Kesel and
artist Tom Grummett.
King Shark, or Nanaue, was
born as a humanoid shark in Hawaii
as the son of “The King of All Sharks”
or the Shark God. Interestingly, the
name Nanaue derives from the name
of a shark-man in Hawaiian mythology. Although there was initially

Billy Greene
Columnist

Kat Girod
Columnist

______________________________

Welcome to this week’s Comic
Character spotlight! This term’s spotlights have been heavily focused on
Marvel Comics in order to time with
a variety of releases from the studio
this fall. However, with this being the

King Shark

melody (“You’re out here / Tightropin’
/ Should’ve left that to the acrobats”),
and, most importantly, raw, unfettered emotion.
The outro of this centerpiece
is my favorite moment from the entire EP. The sheer power that comes
through Bofale’s voice is unmatched
for a debut release. Around the sixminute mark of the track comes a
series of chord resolutions and melodies that give me goosebumps every
time. Truly, it’s a defining moment for
“Swim Team” and Bofale themself.
“Where to Go” closes things
where they began. It’s another expansive soul-rock cut, featuring an incredible melody that weaves beautifully
with the Lydian structures used. Bofale again proves their musicianship
here, having a knack for Joni Mitchell
“Hejira”-era chords and impeccable
sense of song progression.
Lyrically, Bofale closes things
out on a question mark: “I am lost out
here.” In the depths they dived into on
this EP, I’m not surprised that upon
resurfacing, they might not know
“Where to Go.” If this were an album,
I’m sure they would explore that avenue — but of course, we only have
these five tracks.

This highlights one of my few
criticisms of the project. Each song
exists in its own little universe, which
makes this such a magical listen; however, I would love to see some more
continuity and fleshed out narrative
from the poetry Bofale delivers. It
slips through the listener's fingers almost too easily, but maybe that is why
it is such a transcendental listening
experience. Aside from that, “Swim
Team” deserves an ear, especially for
how incredible of a debut it is.

speculation from different characters,
such as agent Sam Makoa, regarding the truth behind King Shark’s
humanoid existence, the “Aquaman:
Sword of Atlantis” (2006) comic
series confirms his authentic relation
to the Shark God.
King Shark possesses a wide
array of abilities. These include of-

fensive skills such as superhuman
strength, high speed, and shark teeth
and claws that can pierce through the
skin of Kryptonians. Moreover, he is
extremely durable thanks to his hardened flesh, stamina and regeneration.
This renders him immensely difficult
to defeat --- he is even able to survive

EP cover art for “Swim Team”
by Christelle Bofale, Austin, TX, US, May
31, 2019.
Photo from Bandcamp.com
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Helen Panshin
Staff Writer

______________________________

Guest pianist Steven Beck
gave a performance of all five piano
sonatas by African-American composer George Walker (1922-2018)
in Lawrence’s Harper Hall on
Wednesday, Nov. 2. Beck is a versatile
performer who has appeared as a soloist and chamber musician with a wide
array of orchestras, dance companies
and other ensembles. Beck’s recording
of the complete George Walker piano
sonatas, released this year, is the first
time the full set has been recorded by
one person on the same disc.
Walker’s piano sonatas were
composed over a 50-year period, from
1953 to 2003. Beck began his recital
with Walker’s fifth and final sonata,
a short piece in one movement. This
sonata dove right in with dissonant,
almost eerie chords that covered
much of the piano’s range. Despite
the counterintuitive harmonies, Beck
played the piece with a clear sense of
direction and a feeling of self-assuredness throughout.
The piece alternated between
various characters; at times, gentle
passages gave the piece a contemplative feeling, while at other points,
strong chords, often in patterns from
the extreme lows to highs of the piano,
made it seem emphatic or even frustrated. The piece came to a delightfully, surprisingly abrupt end with
two short chords in the lower range
of the piano.
Next, Beck performed Walker’s
Piano Sonata No. 3, composed in 1975
and revised in 1996. The first movement of this sonata was “Fantoms,”
which again made use of the piano’s
full range with playful, sometimes
fluttery or almost dancelike bursts of

Mikayla Henry

scattered notes, as though ghosts were
appearing in different locations.
In between these bursts, a recurrent motif appeared in which a single note was repeated in a particular
rhythm, which I imagined as a ghost
knocking on a door. At other times
between the bursts, a single note or
chord would be sustained. In these
moments, Beck made use of the pedal
and of the space of the hall to let these
notes emanate over the audience and
allow us to feel the emotional resonances in them.
The second movement of this
sonata was “Bell,” which consisted entirely of one dissonant chord
repeated with various dynamic levels
and colors. The chord was sometimes
allowed to decay before it was sounded again, but sometimes it was played
again almost immediately. It was surprising to me how evocative a piece
consisting of a single chord could be
– it reminded me of the concept of
weltschmerz, a feeling of depression
caused by comparison of the actual
state of the world with an ideal state.
The final movement of this sonata was “Choral and Fughetta.” This
movement began with staccato chords
that contrasted the sustained nature
of the previous movement. As it continued, there was a dreamy section in
the upper range of the piano, followed
by a march-like section and punchy
chords in the lower range, before the
piece ended on a single sustained
note.
The third piece of the program
was Walker’s two-piano arrangement of his second sonata, composed
in 1956, for which Beck was joined
by Lawrence’s Frank C. Shattuck
Professor of Music Michael Mizrahi, a
longtime friend and colleague.
Before beginning this piece,

Beck spoke briefly of the evolution of
Walker’s compositional style. Likely
because of the 20-year period between
the composition of Walker’s second
and third sonatas, a distinction can
be made between the “early sonatas”
(one and two) and the “later sonatas”
(three through five).
Beck noted that Walker studied
with the same composition teacher as
Samuel Barber and drew comparisons
between Walker’s early sonatas and
the harmonic language and “passionate quality” of Barber’s compositions.
In contrast, he described the later
sonatas as “plain chant for the piano,”
highlighting the inconsistent lengths
of measures and the texture of “punctuated” melodic continuity.
The first movement of the second
sonata was a theme and variations.
Overall, there was a sense of wistfulness to it, but the movement covered
a whole spectrum of characters, from
bold and intense to slow and somber
to light and bouncy. At times, the two
piano parts went back and forth in
conversational exchanges, like a playful competition.
The second movement had a
bustling character that was sometimes
rough and boisterous, with a frivolous ending. The third movement was
lyrical and somber, reminding me of
a funeral march or an elegy, although
bright chords did sometimes protest
against this darkness. The final movement of this sonata was energetic and
joyful, with unending flurries of notes.
After a brief intermission, Beck
played Walker’s first piano sonata.
The first movement of this sonata
featured contrasting characters,
sometimes determined and insistent,
and sometimes more spontaneous or
whimsical, but always with a sense of
constant motion.

The Book Club: the final chapter (for now)

Columnist

________________________

This issue is a bit different
from the others. Normally as we
approach the end of the term and a
well-deserved break, I would spend
this “final” issue discussing novels
I hope to read during our time off
and summarize them. However, this
issue is actually going to be more of a
goodbye – not for forever, to clarify,
but just for a while. I will be studying abroad in London during Winter
Term, and therefore will be unable to
provide you all with updates in “The
Book Club” while I’m gone. Don’t fret
though, dear readers, for once I’m
back stateside in Spring Term, I’ll be
able to tell you all about the books I
hopefully read during my time away.
I won’t lie, though – it feels odd to
stick a pin in “The Book Club” for four
months, as it’s been promptly updated every week ever since the Spring
Term of my first year. Nevertheless,
though I’m a bit sad, I hope that this
break will provide me with some
much-needed inspiration in order to
spice up “The Book Club” with some
new ideas and materials.
That being said, I’m going to
fall back to my old habits and now
discuss some novels I’m hoping to

King Shark

continued from page 8
explosions.
Throughout the
“Superboy” (1994) comic
series, King Shark finds
himself entangled in conflict with heroes such as
Superboy, who aimed to
take down the humanoid
shark for his role in mysterious human disappearances.
Later on, the “Aquaman: Sword of Atlantis”
(2006) series sees King
Shark at odds with Arthur
Joseph Curry, a.k.a. Aquaman. Here, he serves as
a guardian and teacher
for Aquaman --- providing him with guidance on
oceanic lore, history and
navigation. However, in a

read during my time abroad. Though,
as I’ve determined myself to be a
mood reader, I may soon change my
mind and end up exclusively reading
novels by Jane Austen to get me in
that “British state of mind.” However,
I’ll still share a few titles I may or may
not get to during my time away from
“The Book Club.”
Starting off, one of the titles I’m
looking forward to is “Never Let Me
Go” by Kazuo Ishiguro. This book
first came up on my radar as being a
niche title within the dark academia
genre, and though I was interested
in it, it wasn’t super high on my list.
However, my lovely partner suggested
it since he remembered enjoying it
when he read it in high school, and he
hoped it could be something we talked about during a virtual “book club”
date while we’re apart Winter Term.
The story focuses on three students
who attend an isolated boarding
school called Hailsham and soon discover what the school actually is after
they leave. It’s supposed to be a dystopian piece with an intriguing twist,
and I think having a dark academia
piece set in a science fiction-esque
setting is definitely unique compared
to most works in that specific genre.
Overall, I think it’ll at the very least
be a fun conversation piece to discuss
with my partner during our virtual

twist reveal, the reality behind King Shark’s
guardianship is unveiled:
his father instructed him
to care for Aquaman until
the appropriate time arrived to kill him.
King Shark has also
made a number of appearances in live-action DC
media. His first live-action
role was in the television
series “The Flash” (2014),
where he was voiced
by David Hayter and
portrayed by Dan Payne.
In the DC Extended
Universe, King Shark was
voiced by Sylvester Stallone and motion-captured
by Steve Agee in the film
“The Suicide Squad”
(2021). He also plays
an integral role in the
animated series “Harley
Quinn” (2019), where he

dates.
Another book I’m itching to get
to is “What Moves the Dead” by T.
Kingfisher. It’s a retelling of Edgar
Allan Poe’s classic tale “The Fall of
the House of Usher.” Similarly, it is
a horror novel, and it centers around
a retired soldier who goes to visit his
friends, the Ushers. Upon arriving at
their mansion, he finds it being consumed by fungal growths and strange
animals. Meanwhile, his two friends
are seemingly sick, as they’re overcome with fright, sleepwalking and
speaking in strange tongues. I was
itching to get this when it first came
out in July, but it’s been difficult to
get ahold of for the past few months.
Luckily, since it’s been announced
as a potential “Book of the Year,” we
got some more copies in at Barnes
and Noble and I was able to nab
one. Though the season of all things
frightful and spooky has gone by, I’m
ready to lose myself in this potentially
terrifyingly good piece.
While this may be the final chapter of “The Book Club” for the next
few months, I plan on continuing the
column during Spring Term once I’m
back from London, so stay tuned for
what I have planned for the next few
chapters. Until then, as always, I wish
you all happy reading.

is voiced by Ron Funches.
This particular version of
the character is tech-savvy
and kindhearted, although
he does go feral at the
smell of blood and the utilization of any fish-related
jokes.
One of the most
intriguing aspects of King
Shark’s character is the
multitude of interpretations of his personality.
While some portrayals
hyper-focus on his carnivorous and animalistic
side, others seem to employ his character for key
comedic purposes. “The
Suicide Squad” (2021),
interestingly, seems to
merge the two approaches,
maintaining his terrifying
flesh-eating tendencies
whilst positioning him
at the center of hilarious

moments. Either way,
King Shark is always
an exciting addition to
any form of DC media.
Personally, my favorite
version of his character
is the one that appears in
the “Harley Quinn” (2019)
animated series, for being
arguably the funniest
character in Harley’s crew.
Hopefully, we’ll see more
of this strangely lovable
humanoid shark in future
DC adaptations.
That’s it for the Comic Character Spotlights
this fall! There’ll definitely
be more of an emphasis on
the DC comics throughout
winter, with upcoming DC
movies on the horizon,
such as “Shazam” (2023).
Good luck with the end
of the term and finals,
everyone!

The second movement was a
brief set of variations on a sentimental, song-like theme, while the final
movement came across as a frantic
dance, with motifs that sounded like
alarms going off.
Finally, Beck performed Walker’s
fourth sonata, completing the set.
During the first movement, marked
“Maestoso,” I imagined myself walking through a forest. Heavy clashing
chords were trees looming above me,
while trilling figures were butterflies.
Perhaps some of the fast-moving passages were creeks, and the unassuming, meandering patterns in between
were my own footsteps.
The second movement of this
sonata was relaxed and meditative
at the beginning, but a rapid, dissonant passage emerged from this
atmosphere, creating a contrasting
sense of anxiety or even impending
doom that dominated much of the
movement before eventually return-

ing to the original character and then
ending by fading into the mist.
To conclude the recital, Beck
was again joined by Mizrahi, this
time for Jamaican composer Eleanor
Alberga’s Two-Piano Suite, a composition that was written to commemorate the anniversary of Jamaican
independence and which was correspondingly celebratory in mood. The
piece brimmed with cheerful excitement, incorporating syncopation and
characters that varied from improvisatory to grandiose.
Overall, Beck and Mizrahi’s
recital was one I was glad to attend.
It acquainted me with the varied
but cohesive set of works by George
Walker, a composer with whom I had
little familiarity, and I appreciated
how deliberate and precise decisions
in voicing, pedaling and phrasing
brought their interpretations of these
pieces to life.

Steven Beck (left) and Prof.
Michael Mizrahi (right).
Photo by Kai Frueh.

“Heathers”: a dark comedy in the
spotlight

Ellie Fiorini
Columnist

______________________________

4/5
(Content warning for talk of suicide, sexual assault and homophobia)
“Heathers” (1988), directed
by Michael Lehmann, is a teen dark
comedy film about high school students Veronica Sawyer (Winona Ryder) and Jason ‘JD’ Dean (Christian
Slater), who murder a few of their
popular classmates and stage them as
suicides, starting with Heather Chandler (Kim Walker), leader of the three
‘Heathers’ at the school. While much
of the humor in the film has not aged
well, with jokes surrounding suicide,
sexual assault and homophobia, there
is still something about the film that
has kept it in the public consciousness decades later.
For starters, the cinematography
in the film is very well done. During
Veronica’s dream sequence towards
the end of the film, everything feels
off. The scene is shot with a blue
tint and the music is very unsettling
and sounds manic, almost to reflect
Veronica’s guilt and fear of JD’s
mental state. JD’s unstable mind is
on full display and the lighting and
music surrounding him and Veronica
match that perfectly. The sequence
continuously gets more and more unsettling and strange until Veronica is
at Heather Duke’s (Shannen Doherty)
funeral and she sees Heather Chandler.
While the humor surrounding
suicide has aged far from gracefully,
one could argue that the film is a
critique on how the media sensationalizes suicide. After the second and
third “suicide,” one of the teachers
at the school, Ms. Fleming (Penelope
Milford), televised a schoolwide therapy session, during which Veronica
leaves. She sees how the media and
the school are taking a performative
stance against suicide without trying
to address the root of the problem.
The film could also be argued as
a critique on how older generations
view mental health. Later that day,
Veronica walks in on her parents
watching the session on the news

and turns it off, scolding them for
watching programs that eat “suicide
up with a spoon.” Veronica tells her
mother that teens are depressed
because they are not being treated
like human beings. Her mother in
turn berates her and dismisses her
feelings, essentially telling her that
teens are being treated like adults and
they need to deal with it. This scene
shows the disconnect between older
generations and younger ones when it
comes to mental health.
There could also be an argument that the film shows how certain
people tend to not take mental health
seriously. After the schoolwide
therapy session, Heather Duke goes
over to Veronica’s to tell her that one
of the girls who is often bullied at
school attempted to take her own life
but survived. While Heather laughs
at the idea of “another geek trying
to imitate the popular people and
failing miserably,” Veronica slaps
her. Later, Heather and Veronica
listen to Heather McNamara (Lisanne
Falk) try to reach out for help with
her depression. Heather Duke ends
up telling everyone of McNamara’s
struggles, leading to her to try to take
her own life. Thankfully, Veronica
stops her.
Others might argue that the film
is about Veronica’s struggles with her
own demons and JD is just a figment
of her imagination, a representation
of all her hate and anger building
up. At first, she does everything
JD tells her to do and plays off his
psychopathic tendencies as jokes and
chooses to believe his lies. When she
realizes that he is bad news, Veronica
does whatever she can to stay away
from him and resist his pull until
finally she conquers him and is free
from his violence.
Overall, “Heathers” is
a classic dark comedy film that
certainly has many flaws, but also
has many charms that have kept it in
the public consciousness for so long
--- long enough for the film to inspire
multiple spinoffs, including an offBroadway musical. While much of the
film's humor is distasteful at best and
downright offensive at worst, it is still
a classic that is worth a watch.
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A resident of Voodis responds to campus concerns
Marifé Entenza-Sierra

Staff Writer
_________________________
I am a resident of the Voodis
House, the group residence presiding between International House and
Big Exec. By late August, two of my
housemates and I had moved into
the house three weeks before the Fall
Term began and lived in relative blissful silence for about a week. One night
after coming back from a volleyball
tournament at around 10 p.m., someone posted on Yik Yak that they were
“pulling up” to the Voodis House and
proceeded to comment that they were
in front of the house.
At this time, no Voodis member
had announced any type of gathering; we were three people doing work
throughout the day and exhaustedly
coming back home every night. After
six hours of practice every day, I just
wanted to sleep in peace, but that post
put my guard up, especially considering there were times I was completely
alone in the house. Granted, I could
easily see this as a joke and move on,
but how would you feel if someone
posted anonymously that they were
coming to your house? I had no idea
what to do at that moment, but I
acknowledged that the situation was
odd and that it stemmed from months
of mounting rumors and assumptions
escalating under the generic label of
“Voodis.” Thus, I acknowledged at
that time that I would eventually like
to address the underlying tensions
between the Voodis house and several

members and organizations on this
campus.
Recently, Appleton Students for
a Democratic Society made a post
on Instagram condemning the Viking
Room for allowing members of the
Voodis collective to play a set in that
establishment. @appleton_sds wrote,
“Voodis has continued to collaborate
and associate themselves with people
accused of abuse and SA for over a
year...showing the Lawrence community that they don’t care about their
actions.” Note: This is not the complete post, but I encourage anyone
who’s curious to read it at @appleton_sds on Instagram.
Considering no one from the collective was contacted or even made
aware of SDS’ sentiments prior to
publishing this post, I consider this to
be an act of misplaced virtue signaling
and an utter disrespect to several people within the house who have taken
measures to mediate any alleged harm
or offenses committed against individuals on this campus. Regarding
the post specifically, its content is
extremely vague, as it implies that the
accused individual has remained an
active member participant within the
band and the collective, which is not
the case. Furthermore, the post uses
the term “members of Voodis”; the collective has collaborated with a plethora of musicians, artists and fashion
designers, most of which have been
Lawrence students. Who fits under
this label? Furthermore, ever since the
Spring Term, not one Voodis mem-

ber was ever formally approached by
any Lawrence-affiliated organization,
Title IX or otherwise, regarding the
required steps the collective should
take.
Even so, some members of
Voodis in fact did take proper measures to ensure that the collective is
an inclusive space for any individual.
Jonah Trudeau, one of the founding
Voodis members, said, “We posted
an open forum to address community
concerns and get feedback, we met
with SAASHA to figure out how to
best handle the situation and how
to make our house and organization
a safe place where
anyone feels like
they can come and
be involved, and we
made changes to our
roster as an organization and as a band.”
Finally, a call for a
boycott of any Voodis
performances like the
post makes in order
“to show that there
is zero tolerance for
associating with abusers here at Lawrence”
directly aligns Voodis
with ideologies we do
not espouse to and
people who no longer
participate in any of
the collective’s activities or events. To a
casual observer, this post validates
and escalates any claims made

against the collective, further sullying
an organization which only wants to
produce art alongside other creatives.
To me, the house is a hub in
which artists of all skills expand their
crafts through collaborative multimedia projects and efforts. My roommate, Eden Sorensen, is a photographer and artist interested in women’s
multifaceted nature as both subjects
and active participants in her work.
One of my housemates, Xavier Yon,
also known as NORCOM, is an aspiring recording artist who writes and
engineers all his songs, unveiling his
streams of consciousness for verses

upon verses. I could go down the list
of my other twelve, and soon-to-be
fourteen, housemates; for the sake
of brevity, however, I’ll only say that
each person has something beautiful
to offer this world. And despite my
own biases as a house resident, I am
not defending every action that the
collective has committed; we are all
young people attempting to figure out
how to make the most morally correct
decisions within extremely complex
sets of circumstances. At the end of
the day, though, I will only ask for the
community to engage with us rather
than assume the worst things of us.

Voodis lives in the house which was occupied by WLFM until this fall
Photo by Rongyan Song

The power of local politics
Nathan Wall

News Editor
_________________________
At the federal level, politics
sucks. Republicans have been going
farther to the right, and Democratic
leadership refuses to fight them.
Biden or Harris will likely be the 2024
presidential nominee and will have
to defend four years of nothing getting done. It's hard for progressives
to get elected when Democratic party
leadership makes it so difficult to
challenge centrist incumbents, and
when progressives are in office, they
have few allies and work under lessthan-competent Progressive Caucus
leadership.
A lot of things about this country
suck, but one of the things that makes
it easiest for progressives to organize is our ability to organize when
it comes to state and local politics.
At the state and local level, it costs
much less to run campaigns, especially against incumbents, meaning that
progressives and socialists have been
able to amass significant presences
in state legislatures and city governments across the country.
In 2018, progressive Democrats
in New York maneuvered to defeat
the caucus of conservative Democrats
in the New York State Senate who
worked with former Governor Andrew
Cuomo to hand control of the Senate
to the Republicans. Two-thirds
of those Senators lost, and on the
same night, Democratic Socialists of
America (DSA) member Julia Salazar
defeated a machine incumbent and
was elected. That same year, the
Pittsburgh and Philadelphia chapters
of the DSA established a presence in
the Pennsylvania State Legislature,

taking out two members of the powerful Costa dynasty and electing a third
DSA member to an open seat.
Socialists and progressives have
continued to establish strong presences in state legislatures in 2020
and 2022, knocking off more incumbents and capturing open seats in
New York and Pennsylvania, as well as
in Minnesota, Colorado, Washington
State and others. In New York state in
2020, the DSA defeated four incumbent members of the State Assembly,
captured an open State Senate seat
and reelected Senator Julia Salazar,
their only incumbent at the time. New
York currently has the largest socialist
presence at the state level.
In 2019, progressive Tammy
Morales captured an open city council
seat in Seattle after narrowly losing to
the city council president four years
prior, and socialist City Council member Kshama Sawant won reelection,
despite millions spent by Amazon to
defeat her. In fact, in all but one out
of six seriously contested races, the
Amazon-backed candidates lost. That
same year, the Chicago chapter of the
DSA established a six-member caucus
on the City Council.
In 2020, DSA member Nithya
Raman defeated Los Angeles City
Councilmember David Ryu (who was
endorsed by former Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton and House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi). On June 7, 2022,
DSA member Eunisses Hernandez
defeated City Council member Gil
Cedillo, another machine incumbent,
and another DSA member, Hugo
Soto-Martínez, forced City Council
member Mitch O’Farrell into a runoff in November, placing ahead of
him in the primary. Cedillo, along

with Councilmember Kevin de León
and former Council President Nury
Martinez, were recently caught making racist comments about progressive
Councilmember Mike Bonin’s Black
son, as well as making anti-Armenian,
antisemitic, anti-Asian, classist and
homophobic remarks while discussing gerrymandering their districts to
benefit themselves and the powerful. The leak has impacted the race
for city controller between leftist
Kenneth Mejia and Councilmember
Paul Koretz, as well as O’Farrell’s race,
since O’Farrell was named as a key
ally of the disgraced councilmembers
in the recording, and Koretz is often
seen as being aligned with the same
council faction. Although the election was on Tuesday, we will likely
not know the results of O’Farrell and
Koretz’s races until later in the week.
Progressives and socialists have
also established a large presence on
the Minneapolis and New York City
councils, as well as in cities such
as Oakland, San Antonio, Denver,
Austin and even St. Petersburg, Fla.
Also at the municipal level, reformminded prosecutors have won elections in places like Philadelphia, St.
Louis, Durham, N.C. and Los Angeles
County.
Although we are far from achieving the world that we can and must
build, having a strong presence in
local government can make a difference in the power structures in the
most influential cities in our country. We can transfer wealth to the
working class, reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, build walkable and accessible public spaces and decarcerate
our communities from the ground up.
Change, just like the economy, does

not trickle down. It trickles up from
the community level.
By establishing a large presence
of socialists and progressives in local
office, it makes it easier to get good
people in Congress. Representatives
Rashida Tlaib (D-MI) and Ilhan Omar
(D-MN) were State Representatives
before being elected to Congress,
and State Representative Summer
Lee (D-PA), who defeated one of
the Costa cousins in 2018, recently
became the Democratic nominee in a
competitive Pittsburgh-area congressional primary. At the same time,
Congressional candidates who spend
all day on Twitter, with little roots in
the community, are regularly defeated
in landslides. The only way to establish power is from the community
level on up.
And although progressive elected officials cannot solve all of our
problems, they can affect the material conditions of their constituents
and help push the movement and our
ideas forward. For example, in Ithaca,
N.Y., socialist common council member George DeFendini pushed the
council to lend support to Starbucks
workers organizing for better working conditions in the city. Progressive
city council members in Seattle, San
Francisco, Minneapolis and Chicago
have introduced similar legislation.
Ithaca has also begun the process of
establishing civilian oversight over its
police department. In Ulster County,
N.Y., County Legislator Phil Erner
secured fare-free transit for residents
of the county. Elsewhere, progressive Austin City council member
Chito Vela recently introduced a bill
to decriminalize abortion in the city,
which passed a full city council vote.

Travis County District Attorney José
Garza, another progressive, has promised to comply with the government
and not enforce Texas’s abortion ban.
If Garza had not defeated the incumbent, tough on crime District Attorney
Margaret Moore, she may have
opted to enforce state law instead.
Importantly, many have been freed or
spared from incarceration by reformminded prosecutors and judges such
as Garza.
In New York, the slate of socialists in the State Legislature pushed
Democratic leadership to pass the
Build Public Renewables Act, which,
although shelved by Assembly
Speaker Carl Heastie (D-NY), pushed
the conversation on climate change
in the state legislature to a much
bolder place. Progressives also pushed
for measures like barring evictions
with no good cause as well as keeping track of the legislators who
stopped them from passing, such as
Heastie. Outside of New York, progressive State Senator Omar Fateh
(D-MN) has introduced legislation to
ban police from using tear gas and
to repeal bans on rent control and
DSA-aligned State Representative
Elizabeth Fiedler (D-PA) was able to
successfully get one billion dollars
allocated for repairs in Philadelphia
Public Schools.
To those who don’t think voting
is important, I get it. But if there is
someone running in a local election
who’s challenging the kind of machine
politics that made you feel that way in
the first place, I hope you’ll consider
it. You never know how close an election might be.
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With Twitter takeover, Elon Musk walks a thin tightrope
Dean Zhou

Staff Writer
_________________________
With the recent acquisition of
Twitter by the (in)famous Tesla CEO
Elon Musk, Twitter is already taking a far different approach: Many of
its chiefs and employees have left or
been fired, controversial groups and
individuals have celebrated what they
perceive to be a revival of free speech,
and there will be a monthly $8 fee for
the blue checkmark, a sign for verified
users. Musk’s purchase of Twitter has
been seen by some to be a revival of
a more laissez-faire approach to the
platform, with some rumors suggesting he would be unbanning former
president Donald Trump’s account,
as well as several others such as Ye
West, who was recently banned due
to inflammatory remarks. Musk has
also blamed what he sees as rampant left-leaning “cancel culture”
for the drop in ad revenue. Despite
these perceived gains for firebrands
and losses for those who are against
them, Musk seems to have taken a
middle-ground, lean-right approach:
He has announced that banned users
will still remain so until post-midterm
elections, and then will be unbanned
only if they have clear reasons for
being unbanned, which has already
been seen by some as cowardice and
a reversal of promises. At the same
time, he has encouraged people to

vote Republican, seeing it as a balance
to a Democrat-controlled presidency.
Some observers see it as the opening
of the floodgates to disinformation
spreaders and trolls and a degradation
of what Twitter was.
Musk sees otherwise: He has
often said he wants to make Twitter
more accessible and friendly, and
at the same time free for people of
different viewpoints to discuss.

This approach was primarily lauded by conservatives, so his delayed
approach to releasing users who have
been banned for inflammatory or controversial remarks has not won any
points among them, nor has this reassured those who view his more proclaimed hands-off approach as secure
or even genuine. Then there is the case
of the monthly $8 blue checkmark for
verified users, which has been heav-

ily criticized by many users and those
outside the platform for being a cash
grab. Some see a far darker tone with
this new move: You have the right to
speak, but you will pay eight bucks for
it every four weeks. Personally, while I
am overall apathetic to all of this since
I hardly use Twitter, this is a strange
and (to some) troubling turn for social
media freedoms.
No matter what position you take

Twitter is used by hundreds of millions of people
Photo by Alex Stanger

regarding his policies for Twitter, it
is clear Musk has put himself in a
very precarious position: The app is
officially banned in China, home to
many of Tesla’s major car production facilities and scoped projects,
and hence he is playing a delicate
balancing act between bigger political and social points at home and
economical boons abroad. If he is to
appeal to the Chinese government’s
policies on free speech in regard to
China, he risks alienating his users
and declining Twitter’s value due to
them leaving. If he goes fully for an
avowed free-speech, no-censorshipexcept-for-incitement policy, this
would likely invoke criticism from the
Chinese state, jeopardizing his economic support from China. He is now
in a position where most people would
not want to be, in both the speech
department and in general for his
company’s future economic visions
and its relation to Twitter’s rules: His
monetization of speech on Twitter has
already angered factions on both ends
of the American political aisle, and he
faces the upcoming challenge of trying
to avoid something that could kill his
company’s growth while maintaining
his spoken principles. Elon Musk may
have grabbed many headlines, and he
may change Twitter for the better or
worse, but right now he has jumped
onto a very narrow and fraying tightrope. He better not slip off.

Cartoon Feature: These boots weren't made for walking
By Yedid B.M.
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What advice would you give to your first-year self?
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“Don’t be afraid to talk to new
people.”
— DD Ocampo

“Get outside while it’s still pleasant to
be outside.”
— Eitan Price

“Stay curious.”
— Jackson Peters
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can be contacted. Articles
submitted without a contact
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“Go to bed. Literally just go to bed.”
— Jasmine Maller

“Give yourself permission to explore
everything that’s interesting to you.”
— Nora Briddell

“Don’t worry so much and remember
that your peers are there to support
you, not put you down, and even if
they’re more skilled than you at it
doesn’t mean you’re bad at music.”
— Luka Santin

“Plan ahead in terms of registration
and talk to CAS for assistance.”
— Nico Hernandez-Webster

“Use those Café meal swipes while
you can because they’re gonna go
away forever and you’ll be sad.”
— Henry Hale

“Get work done a day before
deadlines.”
— Danny Crook
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“It’s okay to skip first-year studies,
occasionally.”

“The first group of people you met on
campus didn’t have to be your best
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you.”
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